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Check out Grant Acedrex, our featured variant for April, 2024.
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Nothing Found Here:

https://www.chessvariants.com/index/hyperchess_board.pdf Here at The Chess Variant Pages, we have many pages that describe, or even let you play, numerous games that are related to, based on, or similar enough to Chess. Like the world of living Chess pieces Alice found through the looking-glass, the world of Chess variants is one in which the usual and familiar game of Chess takes a turn for the strange and novel.
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Since the file extension pdf is not recognized as one belonging to any web page we keep track of in the database, there will be no database query to help you find what you're looking for. You may try again with a different extension.
In case you didn't already find what you are looking for, you may browse or search this site with the navigation menu at the top of the page. On desktops, it will spread across the top like menus in Windows programs, or like the system menu has done in MacOS, AmigaOS, or Gnome. On mobile devices, it will be accessible through the three horizontal bar symbol (≡) known as a hamburger. 





404 Page Credits


Designed and coded by Fergus Duniho. The artwork is from John Tenniel's illustrations of Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. The font for 404 is Source Sans Pro Black. The font for the other text in the images is Alice, which was designed for reading Lewis Carroll's Alice novels. The word frumious was an invention of Lewis Carroll, a portmanteau word that combined fuming and furious. It first appeared in his poem Jabberwocky in Through the Looking-Glass.
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The Chess Variant Pages is an amateur, hobbyist website that has been run by volunteers since it was founded in 1995. It focuses on documenting games based on, related to, or similar enough to Chess and on letting you play many of them.
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Operating expenses are covered through advertising and donations. Help out by making a PayPal donation or by shopping with these affiliate links:
 	House of Staunton
	US Chess Sales
	Wholesale Chess
	Amazon.com
	ebay.com
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